
                                              2013 MTV Movie Awards sample jokes for block busty Rebel Wilson   

Welcome to the MTV Movie Awards, I’m your host Rebel Wilson.  The producers wanted Chelsea Handler to host 

again yet they couldn’t afford her bar bill so they went with the lightweight instead.   

 

I’m from Australia, the land down under which isn’t nearly as hot as the place Jerry Sandusky is heading, if you 

believe in that sort of thing.  

I asked Michael Richards if he cried at the end of “Lincoln” once they abolish slavery and he laughed which was 

weird. That’s like laughing at the end of “Boyz in the Hood.”  Our TV actor references are a decade behind yours in 

case you’re wondering 

When you get to host the MTV Movie Awards, you get the biggest dressing room. There’s enough room in mine for a 

stretcher hummer and Jay Z’s ego.  

 

In the movie “Flight” starring Denzel Washington, his character’s toxicology report shows traces of cocaine and 

remnants of Lindsey Lohan’s film career.  

 

I’m glad that Jodie Foster came out during the Golden Globes but I can’t say the same for Mel Gibson. Only Jesus is 

allowed to get crucified and come back from the dead.  

 

My favorite comedy this year was “Ted” yet I’d rather hibernate with Al Qaeda for the winter than go to bed with 

Seth Macfarlane every night. He looks like a ruthless Pee Wee Herman doll that just got away with murder.  

 

Judd Apatow is here. If he ran MTV his wife would be hosting as well.  

The living legend himself, Quentin Tarantino is here tonight.  When you get over Uma Thurman, I could be your 

next muse. I got way prettier feet.     

They say that Quentin Tarantino wrote the role of Django “Freeman” for Will Smith but he backed out after the 

Director refused to change the slave owners to aliens. 

The cast of Argo is here. You can follow them on Twitter @Iran go f yourself.  

George Clooney has blessed us with his presence tonight.  That man is so smug; you’d think he sold his soul to Tina 

Fey.  

 

I read that Matthew McConaughey was putting on weight for a new role, so the moment I spotted him back-stage, I 

asked him if he had any pulled pork on him. He said: “No Rebel, I don’t. And I said: It would be a lot cooler if you 

did.”  

Ann Hathaway is looking as pristine as ever.  Some call her a young Mia Farrow yet unlike Woody Allen her ex- 

husband actually went to jail for insider trading.  

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                           Sketch/Short Film Ideas for Rebel Wilson  

 

1) In the comedy “Ted”, Mark Wahlberg and his bear Ted get stoned on the couch watching “Flash 

Gordon.” What if Rebel got stoned on the couch with her stuffed, talking Kangaroo that’s the voice of 

Paul Hogan from “Crocodile Dundee”, but in this scene they’re watching a scene from “Braveheart” 

which leads her stuffed Kangaroo to say: “Now that’s a knife” before the two make plenty of Mel 

Gibson jokes along the way.  

 

2) In the movie “Moonrise Kingdom” a boy and girl start off as pen pals. What if Rebel Wilson becomes 

pen pals with the Boy Scout from “Moonrise Kingdom” after he sends her fan mail that comes with a 

pair of fish hooks with California Rolls attached to them as a housewarming gift for her new home in 

California? What if Rebel wears those earrings and reads the fan mail letter on stage.     

 

 

3) In the movie “Flight”, Denzel plays an alcoholic pilot. What if Rebel does a scene where she plays his 

sponsor that’s also a Stewardess on board that’s supposed to resemble the Elaine character from the 

movie “Airplane?” Rebel can talk in that soft voice at first yet totally lose character once the flight starts 

nose diving and we can see her long flowing hair get progressively grayer the more turbulent the flight 

gets.  

 

4) In the spirit of the Block Busty theme, Rebel Wilson can play a Professor X character from “X Men” but 

still look sexy and glamorous while wheeling herself around the audience of celebrities while acting 

like she has mind reading abilities from not reading palms but from celebrities feeling up her Katy 

Perry style mini nipple rocket launchers attached to her block busty chest. 

 

  

5) At the end of “Django Unchained”, Jamie Fox convinces a bunch of Australian slave traders that he’s 

not a slave but in fact a larger than life body hunter. What if Rebel plays one of these slave traders, 

dresses up like a man and is the only one to seriously question Jamie Fox’s assertion by stating: “You’re 

not a body hunter, you’re Ray Charles.”  By the way, where are your sunglasses? And who’s ever heard 

of a blind body hunter before? 

  

6) In the Movie “Lincoln”, Marry Todd Lincoln complains about all the garments she has to wear that 

only make her more wound up. What if Rebel plays her hip hop alter ego from the future and appears 

in the scene where Mary is changing out of her cloths to do a rap about why jumpsuits and sweatpants 

will make her far less depressed.    
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